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1. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE REGIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE EASTERK 
MEDITERRANEAN AREA. (EB3/55): ITEM 29.4 OF THE AGENDA. 

. . . : 

In reply te Dr. KOZUSZNÍK, the CHAIRMAN said that Palestine, 

had not been incited to the first session ef the Regienal Committee 

fnr the Eastern Mediterranean Region, since neither of the two 

governments in Palestine had represented the vihole of Palestine, 

or had been Members of the United Nations or 1H0, and consequentïy 

they could only be represented by observers. He had felt that in 

the circumstances it was better tó invite neither government. But 
. i 

since he was convinced of the need for an unbroken front in health \ 

matters, he hoped that all governments in the Middle East would 

become Members of WHO， and be represented on the regional committeo. 

The Lebanon had been represented, and Transjordan would have been 

represented, if the arrival ef its delegates had not been prevented 

by a storm.
 я 

‘ .» . . . . . 
Dr. STAMPAR said that during the first World Health Assembly 

a representative of the Governmfnt cf Israel had told him that his 
. * • 

government wished to become • a Member of Ш0. He expressed satisfaction 
• ‘ • 

at the statement of the Chàirman. 

Decision： Draft resolutions 2 and 3 on page 2 of 
doctmient EB3/55 were unanimously adopted. 

• • . • •• ‘ . 

‘ • ‘ . 

The Chai^man withdrew from the room, and Dr. Evang took the chair. 

Dr. HAFEZI, who had represented Iran at the session, of the regional 

committee, pointed out, in regard to draft resolution 4, that the 
• • 

committee had agreed unanimously to recommend that Sir Aly Shousha, 

pasha, be appointed to the, post of Regional Director for the Eastern 

Mediterranean. 
.. • ‘ 

The. DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that for flnanoial re.asons the' 



post of Regional Director for the.Eastern Mediterranean could not be , 

filled until'1 July'1949. 

Dr.. HYDE proposed-, that the resolution should mention 1 July 1949 、 ‘ - ‘••. 

as the effective^ date.of the appointment. 

. • -
Decision: It. was agreed to insert, the words ".as of 1 July 
19.49" after the ..word, "appoints", and the words "from 1 July 
1949» after the words "five years" in draft recommendation 4 
(EB3/55, page 2). 

Dr. STMPAR asked whether acceptance of the resolution would permit 

•Sir Aly Shousha, Pasha, to-continue in office as Chairman of the Executive 

Board.... 
• * 

• , ... ' ' ‘ ‘ ' . 

Dr. HYDE and Dr. DWÍLING urged that Sir Aly Shousha, Pasha,'should 

continue to act as Chairman of the Board. They could see no reason why 

he should not continue in that position until he to.ok up his duties as 

Regional- Director. > 

In reply to Dr. ZÔZAYA, .the DfREiCTÓR-GENERAL said that he felt it 
• « • 

..was appropriate that the salary of the Regional Director'should be 

113,500, as proposed in the resolution. It was the same as that of the 

Assistant Director-General of WHO, and of the Regional Director of the 

Regional Office for South—East .Asia* If the Board'decided on a higher • 

figure, it might be necessary to revise the salary of Assistant Director-

General, 

M. GROS (observer, United Nations) pointed out that the phrase in 
» 

document EB3/55,. Annex V (sub-paragraph (c))"UN Inftírmation Centre" 

.had not be en rendered coirectly in the French text. 

Sir Arc'ot MUDALIAR felt that the present resolution should not 

constitute a precedent for consideration by the Executive Board of a 

recommendation from a Regional Committee with regard to the salary of. 

the Regional Director. 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that the recommendation was not 

•in fact part of the recommendation of the Regional Committee. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the point raised by Sir Arcot Mudalier 

vrovld be discussed later. 

Declsàoni • Draft resolution 4 on page 2. of dcfcment EB3/55 
was imaniînous.ly adopted, as amended.\ 

Sir Aly Shousha, Pasha, resumed the Chair. 

Dr. EVANG informed Sir Aly Shousha,>Pasha, that-the Executive Boara 

had just appointed him Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean, 

as from 1 July 1949, He knew he was speaking on behalf of all members 

of the Board in s tating that they had come'to respect him greatly for 

his knowledge,'wisdom, human approach to problems and ability to find a 

constructive compromise. When he took up his duties as Regional 

Director> his absence from the Executive Board would be keenly felt by 

àll members, Hé wished Sir Aly all success in the important position 

which he would take up on 1 July 1949, 

Tte CHAIRMAN thanked the Board sincerely for the confidence they had 

placed in him by electing him Regional Director ïôr the- Eastern 

Mediterranean Area, He could not promise success in advance; hé had 

worked to combat epidemics; sometimes he had been successful； and 

sometime s he had known failure. He absured them however that he wouid 

carry out the important work entrusted to him, firmly convinced of the 

need for. international health work, and in conformity with the principles 

of the Organization^ in which he had great faith. He regretted that he 

would be separated from the members of the Buard; he had -gained much 

from his association with them all. 



2 DEVELOPMENT OF RELATIONS WITH THE PlN M E R I C J SÂNITARY ORGANIZATION 
(EB3/22， EB3/22, Add. l)î ITEM 30 OF THE AGENDA. 

• The CHAIRMAN, pointed out that the reference to document EB2/96 Rev.l 

on page 2 of document EB3/22 Add. 1, should be changed to "Official 

Records No. 14, p. 27". 

Decision: The temporary working arrangement between WHO and 
the Pan American Sanltar y a-garizaüorí œtered into by the Director-
General (EB3/22 Add. 1), was approved, unanimously. 

3 LEON BERNARD FOUNDATION: 'REVISION OF STATUTES BY THE DIRECTOR-
GMERAL (EB3/46) : ITEM 34.2 OF THE AGENDA. 

M. ZARB, Chief of Legal Section, said that the statutes of the Léon 

Bernard Foundation had been amended in conformity with the request of 
. -, • • • : 

the World Health Assembly, so as to provide for their enforcement by WHO, 

instead of by the Health Section of the 

only had been made, to Articles 1 and 5 

were contained in document EB3/46. 

League of Nations； two amendments 

respectively. The amended statutes 

Decision; It was agreed to substitute the words "propose to the 
World Health Assembly the award of a prize" for'the words "award a 
prize" in Article (2) of 'the、amended statutes. 

Decision: The amended statutes of the Léon Bernard Foundation 
(EB3/46), thus further amended, were unanimously approved.• 

4 FORM OF REPORTS OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD (EB3/45): ITEM 42 OF THE 
AGENDA. FIRST PORTION OF DRAFT REPORT OF THE THIRD SESSION OF THE 
BOARD (EB3/65) . • 

. D r . HYDE felt that in the first portion of the draft report (EB3/65) 

there were included unnecessary details, which were covered in other 

documents. He suggested the deletion of such details； it would suffice 

if a reference to the relevant documents were added wherever appropriate
 y 

and in the final report the material might be annexed. 
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D r

» PARISOÎ, Rapporteur, said that he had. discussed the point with 

Dr. Dowling and with Dr. Forrest, Special Assistant to the Director-

ûeneràl, and they had felt that the reasons why .the Board had adopted 

each resolution should' be made clear in the report. . 

On thg suggestion of Dr. Gear, the Board proceeded to dia.cuss item 42: 

of the agendá, Form of Reports of the Executive Board,. 

Dr. GEAR drew attention to the paper he had submitted (EB3/45). He 

suggested that considerable effort was often require'd to understand the 

items dealt with ih the'Board丨s reports, unce to do so it was necessary 

to consult numerous documents referred to in those reports. Such .effort • 

might be avoided by including in the report .summaries'of.the principal 

.documents referred to.. Secondly, he had noted a looseness and lack of 

- • • • 

balance in the reports. In some cases important items were summarily 

de马It with, whereas often items of comparatively minor importance were 

dealt with at length. 

. T h e DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the problem had Ъееп. receiving attention 

since the first session'-of the Interim' Commission. Then it had not been 

so complex, as there were comparatively few documents which could be 

referred to, During and after the Health Assembly the. situation had become 

very complicated; however, now. that documents were being incorporated . 

i n t h e

 Official Records reference would be simplified* Where a topic 

was subject to many qualifications and reservations, it was not always 

possible to sTiimarize it satiáfactorily.. 
* » 

In regard to the balance of-t^ie report, he pointed out that very of.ten 

.an important item was straightforward or had been previously discussed and 

required little further discussion, whereas, comparatively unimportant items 

arising for the first time often required more space in the report. 

Mo-.-over, the report might often" cover only one stage of work on a project. 
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Dr. GEAR drew attention to his suggestion that the draft final 

report of each session be submitted to members at least.24 hours prior 

to the meeting convened to consider its adoption. The looseness of the 

report of the second session was largely due to its having been adopted 

in a great hurryi 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the Secretariat needed, to prepare' 

the final draft report, 12 hours after the close of the discussion of 

any item to be covered in that draft report. 

Dr. EVANG felt that the proposal contained in the second paragraph 

of the draft resolution proposed by Dr. Gear (EB3/45) was unnecessary, 

if the Board proceeded to adopt sections of the report as disoussion on 

each item was concluded. 

Dr. MACKENZIE strongly supported Dr.'Gear's proposals in general, 

and in particular the proposal that brief, simple summaries should be 

included in the reports where any. passage was largely dependent upon 

references to previous documents and decisions• Reports should be 

carefully drafted and fully studied by the Board； persons were prone 

to judge the standard of the Organization's work on the way in which 

its documents were drafted. The Board must have sufficient time to 

study its reports properly before finally adopting them. 

The CHAIRMâN pointed out that, since the Board would examine 

portions of the draft report prepared as soon as the discussions on 

each item were concluded, it ought to be possible to avoid drafting 

defects such as those in its previous report. 

» 
Decision: It was agreed: (a) that the report should contain 
brief summaries of discussions leading up to decisions taken 
by the Board or of the relevant documentation, in order to avoid 
too great a dependence on iderenees; (b) that the system of 
discussing portions of the report as soon as they were drafted 
by the Rapporteurs should be m a i n t a i n e d ( c ) that the draft 
final report of each session should be submitted to members 
at least 24 hours prior to the meeting convened to consider 
its adoption. 
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The Board proceeded to' discuss the first portion of the draft 

report of the present session (EB3/65) item by item. 

Dr. MACKENZIE proposed that the section entitled "Habit-forming 

Drugs (EB3/40)
,i!

 should be re-drafted after the first sentence, as 

follows : 

It was agreed that no action beyond reference to the Economic 
and Social Council need be taken by the 'Board on the recommen-
dations contained therein, with the exception of the tvro 
reoonœaôadatioas : 

(1) that steps should be taken to secure information on the 
use or dispensability of diacetylmorphine in the various 
countries through the World Medical Association, and by sending 
an expert to countries where the consumption of diacetylmorphine 
is high; and 

(2) that a mechanism should be established for giving a single 
name to eveiy habit-forming dr.ug subject to international control.: 

The Director-General vras authorized bo give effect to these 
recommendations,• should funds prove available in 1949, and it. 
was agreed that the second of them should be referred to the. 
Expert Committee on the Unification of Pharmacopoeias. 

» . . 

Dr. GEAR, referring to sub-paragraph" (1) of that section, said 

that it would not. be possible to secure such Information in South Africa 

through the World Medical Association. 

Dr. EVANG said that .he had pointed out, when the Board discussed 

the .item, that the membership'of the World Medical Association was 

confined to approximately 35 countries, and that therefore the informa-

in .all countries through the World Medical 

the addition of the words "and/or public— 

words'"through the World Medical Association". 

•The CHAIBMâN suggested instead the insertion of the words "or . 

through other channels", 

Dr. MFEZI suggested the addition of the words "or through. 
. ‘ . • 

appropriate health authorities". 

Decision: It wàs agrèed to request the Rapporteurs to redraft 
the section entitled "Habit-forming Drugs (ЕВЗ/40)" in the 
light, of this discussion. 

tion could not be obtained 

Association. He suggested-

health services", after the 



Dr. HIDE proposed the deletion of the final paragraph of the 

section entitled "World Influenza Centre" (ЕВЗ/Зб)
й

. 

Dr, DOWLING said that the paragraph was intended to cover the 

feeling of the Board that it was desirable to prevent from appearing 

in the press articles such as one. that had recently appeared in the' 

United Kingdom press. It had been stated, at a time Леп the Pasteur 

‘Institute had not yet established the identity of the virus responsible 

for the recent influenza epidemic, that the epidemic was due to a 

new virus. 

Dr* MACKENZIE said that such a statement had not appeared 

..only in the United Kingdom press, but had been widespread. 

The DIRECTOR-GEMERAL pointed out that it was difficult to 

prevent such statements appearing in the press; laboratories were 

asked for information before they had any firm information to give. 

Dr. MACKENZIE said that it might help if laboratories were 

asked not to release any information until it was confirmed. 

Dr. HYDE deprecated any suggestion that the report should contain 

i«hat might be construed as a criticism of a particular laboratory. 

Decision: It was agreed to delete the third paragraph of the 
section of the draft report entitled "World Influenza Centre 
(EB3/36)». 

In reply to a point raised by M. GROS (observer, United Nations) 

regarding the section on International Research Laboratories, the 

DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that it was unnecessary to mention that an 

observer from WHO would be sent to the meeting of experts regarding the 

establishment of central research laboratories；) convened by the Economic 

and Social Council in consultation with ÜMESC0: it was taken for granted 

that an observer would be sent. 



On the suggestion of M.. GROS, supported by Dr. EVANG, it was agreed, 

to insert a reference to the agreement between the United Nations and 

WHO in the last paragraph of'the resolution. 

Dr. (EAR noted the omission of a necessary reference from the second 

paragraph of the resolution, and called attention to a typographical 

errcr； the word "co-operating" should be replaced by "co-ordinating" in 

the second line of the third paragraph,. . 

The RAPPORTEUR undertook to make the necessary alterations to the text. 

Decision： The section on International. Research Laboratories was 
‘approved, as amended. 

In the section on Uniformity of Medical Equipments- Technical Services 

for International Red Cross, Dr. EVANG suggested that, in paragraph 1 of 

the recommendations, the words "undertake to be the responsible body for" 

should be replaced bj "continue its work, to '.acnieve" ; in paragraph 2, he 

suggested tho addition .of the words 卩public-health services and" after the 

word "of" in the second-last l i n o , . . . " 

The RAPPORTEUR mdertook to' make the necessary alterations and to 

redraft paragraph 2 in the light of observations made by Dr. Gear。 

• • ‘ 

Decision: The section was approved, .as amended, 

.Decision; The section on the United Nations board of Auditors was 
approved. 

In the summary of comments on page 10, Dr. van den BERG noted that 

the word 丨’new" in the third line of paragraph 2 was redundant « ‘ 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR requested that the first sentence of paragraph 3... 

shoiüd be .changed to «. "The attention of governments should' be drawn to 

the danger of thô indiscriminate use of streptomycin". Ho'also proposed 

the deletion of the words "or at least delay" in the.last sentence. 
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Tho CHAIRMAN suggested that the words "as far as possible" should Ъе. 
. • 

substituted for "or at lea.st delay" in the second-last line of the reso-

lution on stroptomycin on page 6,. 

It was agreed that this should be done, and that paragraph 3 on page 

1Q should be deleted, as it wa^ already covered by tho resolution. 

Decision: The sujnmaiy of comments on page 10 was approved, as amended. 
* • . 

5 ACTION OF UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON THE'UNITED NATIONS 
APPEAL FOR CHILDREN (SB3/19.R^v.l) 

Dr, HIDE directad attention to document ЗВЗД9 and, in particular,. 

• to the. letter therein quoted from the Director—Ganoral to the Secretary-

General of the United Nations. He felt that the letter did not con-
• • ‘ .. ‘ 

stitute a full statement of the facts of tho case. He recalled that>. at 

the first Hoalth Assoiably, the United States representative had opposed 

thG resolution referred to in the letter, whereupon it had been withdrawn 

by its sponsor. As a result of further support, however, it had been 

• adopted in principio and referred to the Executive Board "to find out how 
. ‘• 

it should be put into practice"• The statement inade in the letter to 

the effect that tho resolution had .boen adopted unanimcusly by some '54 

governments was thorefors, in his opinion,• not justified. Hq also took 

exception to the statement.on pace 5 that tho view expressed had been 

reiterated and emphasized by the second session of the Executive Board: 

ho did not rccall that that was the casa. He had callod attention to the 

raattcr bocauso the letter in quc-stion figured in th-э records of the 
_ 4 

General Assembly of tiho United Nations. 

The DIRSCTOR-GENEIblL quoted the verbatim rocord of the relevant 

meeting of the first Health Assembly (Official Records, No, 13, p. Ю4), 

which showed that the resolution had been adopted in principle without 

any dissenting voice. He noted that it was the quastion of how the reso-

l u t i o n w a s t 0 b e

 P
u t

 practice that had been referred to the. Executive 

Board. 
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The CHAIRMAN, Dr. van den BERG'and Dr* EVANG • agreed with tlie 

Director43eneral's view. Dr. Evang felt that the Secretariat would 

not have fulfilled its duties ill the matter, if the letter in question 
» 

had not been sent to the United Nations• . In his view, the only query 

that might bo raised would be whether the case had been sufficiently 

strongly represented, 

. . * • 

Гйч МАСКШгШ felt that the Secretariat might with reason feel 
.. . • • * 

dissatisfied over the point raised. 
. ‘ ' . • 

He recalled that UNICEF had been established as a tenporary organ! 

sation to deal with an emergency situation now practically cleared 
s

 i • 
up. It had been decided that UNICEF should.collaborate with other 

international organizations in the carrying on of some of its work. 

He proposed ^hat the. Secretariat should be askëd to prepare a list of 

projects suitable to be carried out by WHO in collaboration with 

UNICEF and to be financed out of ШАС funds： the list might be 

submitted to the next session of the Executive Board. 

Dr« van dèn.BERG supported the proposal but thought that 

Dr, Mackenzie might wieh to suggest that the necessary negotiations 

should be carried on- at' another level. 

After further discussion, it was agreed, on the proposal of 

Dr. MACKENZIE, that a closed session should be held in order to 
* • 

discuss the relationship between Щ0 and UNICEF. , 

Decision： It was agreed to hold a closed 
session on relations with UNICEF^.and to 

• adjourn the discussion until after that session. 

* 

6. REPORT ON BUREAU OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES (EB3/58): ITEM 3 OF THE 
SUPFLEMENTARÏ AGENDA 

Decision： There being no observations, 
thé report on the Medical Supply Section 
(EB3/58) was noted. 



7. COLLABORATION WITH. ILO. MIGRÁTI® (EB3/51) ！ ITEM 18 OF THE 
SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA | 

Ihe CHAIRMAN noted an amendment to the third line of document EB3/51 

the words "(A/45, page 3)" to be replaced by "(Official Records No. 13, 

p‘321)". 

Dr. LECLAINCHE (Secretariat) said the important problems cqncerning 

individual and collective hygiene which were raised in connexion with 

migration were well-known to the Board. Ihe ILO had recently undertaken . 

the revision of the Convention of 1939 on Migration, which up till now 

had contained no compulsory sanitary provisions, .The proposals put 

forward by 1H0 to remedy the position had met with difficulties, both 

from countries of emigration and of immigration. îhe former did not 

want to impose restrictions -on departures and the latter did not want to 

be obliged to set up sanitary machinery for migrants, possibly in the 
« _ - . 

fear that the latter might thus find themselves in a more favourable 

position than the nationals of.the countries concerned.. 

To overcome those difficulties, arguments' of a social and human-

itarian character had been put'forward, as well as of an economic order； 

It had been pointed out "that it was to the advantage of both categories -

of countries that the workers transported should be and. should remain in 

the best possible state of health, in order to avoid for the one the risk 

of having migrants returned, and for the other the possible risk of 

contamination. Ihe illogicality of the attitude of countries which had 

undertaken to fulfil international sanitary regulations on the prophylaxy 

of epidemic diseases refusing, in the present instance, to accept similar 

regulations had also been noted, . The determining argument appeared to 
" , • " *

 1 

• , •. '
 4

 . 

have been, however, that if sanitary measures far migrants were not 

accepted and rigorously applied, there was a risk that movements of 

migrants mi^it create epidemic conditions, in which case it was possible 
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that the application of the sanitary regulations"in force might result 

in the cessation of all migratory movements. 

The‘sanitary provisions adopted by the Permanent Committee on 

Migration of .ILO would be submitted to the ILO Assembly in Juné, when 

it was expected that they would be ratified. • 

He paid a tribute to thé co-operative spirit displayed daring 

the discussions, by the Secretariat of ILO and, in particular, its 

Director-General• The results obtained augured well for the success of 

future collaboration between the two Organizations. • . . 

Professor PARISOT- also stressed the importance of the report and-

of the close collaboration established.between WHO'and ILÔ. 

He asked for clarification of the phrase "the principle of equal 

rights to health services"• France had treaties of reciprocity with 

çther countries, whereby, for example, all the advantages of social 

security were reciprocally extended to nationals of either country• 

Would the principle above referréd to have to be qpplied regardless of 

whether treaties of' reciprocity already existed or nr>t? 

Dr» LECLAINCHE replied in the affirmative• 

The CHAIRMAN observed that it was gratifying to know that all the 

amendments proposed by the WHO observer had been wiuceptedi it was a proof 

of the benefit of close collaboration between the two Organizations. 

Decision:' The document was noted. 

The ixieeting rose at 6*25 p.mi 
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1. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE REGIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR IHE EASTERN 
MEDITERRANEAN ARE/l ITEM 29-4 OF THE AGENDA 

In reply to Dr. KOZUSZNIK, the CHAIRMAN said that Palestine 

had not been invited to the first session of the Regional Committee 

for the Eastern Mediterranean Region., since neither of the two 

governments in Palestine had represented the vdiole of Palestine, 

or had been Members of the United Nations or WHO, and consequently 

they could only be represented by observers. He had felt that in 

the circumstances it was better to invite neither government. But 

since he was convinced of the need for an unbroken front in health 

matters, he hoped that all goverments in the Middle East would 

become Members of TIÏH0, and be represented on the regional committee» 

The Lebanon had been represented, and Transjcrdan would have been 

represented, if the arrival cf its delegates had not beôri prevented 

by a storm. 

Dr. STAMPAR said that during the first World Health Assembly 

a representative of the Govarnment of Israel had toid him that his 

government wished to
 :

become a Member of WHO. He expressed satisfaction 
• . . . . • • • . • 

at the statement of the Chairman. 

Decision; Draft resolutions 2 and 3 on page .2 of 
document EB3/55 were unanimcJusly adopted. 

. . . . • - ‘‘ ： ： * 

The Chairman withdrew from the гост, í».nd Dr. Evang took the chair» 

Dr. HAFEZI) who had represented Iran at the session of the regional 

committee, pointed out, in regard to draft resolution 4, that the 

committee had agreed unanimously to recomimend that Sir Aly Shousha, 

... ;. ,• : •-“ 
Pasha

5
 be appointed to the post of Regional Director for the Eastern 

Mediterranean= 

The DIRECIOR-GENERáL stated tl.iat for financial reasons the 



post of Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean could not be 

filled until 1 July 1949. 

Dr. HYDE proposed that the resolution should mention 1 July 1949 

as the effective date of the appointment. 

Decision: It was agreed to insert the words "as of 1 July 
1949" after the word "appoints", and the words "from 1 July 
1949" after the words "five years" in draft recommendation 4 
(ÈB3/55, page 2). 

• ' ' . • 

Dr.. STAMPAR asked whether acceptance of the resolution would permit 

Sir Aly Shousha. Pasha, to continue in office as Chairman of the Executive 

Board• 

Dr. HIDE and Dr. DCWLING urged that Sir Aly Shousha, Pasha, should 

continue to act as Chairman of the Board. They could see no reason why 
• •. • • “ . . . . . . . . . 

he should not continue in that position until he took up his duties as 
Г. , . 了 . ... . . . * 

Regional Director. 

In reply to Dr. ZOZAYA, the DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that he felt it 

was appropriate that the salary of the Regional Director should be 

|13,500> as proposed in the resolution. It was the same as that of the 

Assistant Director-General of WHO, and of the Regional Director of the 

Regional Office for South-East Asia. If the Board decided on a higher 

figure, it might be necessary to revise the salary of Assistant Director-
‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 

General
# 

. • � .* •. • 

M. GROS (observer, United. Nations) pointed out that the phrase in 

document EB3/55, Annex V (sub-paragraph (c))"UN Information Centre" 
• ' • - • ‘ • • • • 

had not been rendered correctly in the French text* 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR felt that the present resolution should not 

constitute a precedent for consideration by the Executive Board of a 

recommendation from a Regional Committee with régard to the salary of 

the Regional Director• 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that the recommendation was not 

in fact part of the recommendation of the Regional Comniittee. 

• ‘ • . : * .. • 

The CHA.IRMA.N said that the. point raised by Sir Arcot Mudalier 

would be discussed later. 

Decision; Draft resolution 4 on page 2 of document EB3/55 
was unanimously adopted, as amended. 

Sir Aly Shoushaj Pasted resumed the Chair> 

Dr. EVANG informed. Sir Aly Shousha,、Pasha¿ that the Executive Board 

had just appointed him Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean, 

as from 1 July. 1949» He
:

 knew he, was speaking on behalf of all members 

of the Board in stating that thëy had come to respect him greatly for 

his knowledge, wisdom, human approach to problems and ability to find a 

constructive compromise, When he took up his duties as. Regional 

Director, his absence from the Executive Board would be keenly felt by 

all members. He wished Sir Aly all success in the important position 

which he would take up on 1 1949. • “ ‘“ •: 

• . ‘ • •. • • 
• _ , _ .... • » 

Thw CHAIRMAN thanked the Board sincerely for the confidence they had 
• … . . . . . . … 

, • � • . . . . • 
. • -. - ‘ . / .... 

placed in him by electing him Regional Director for the Eastern 
. ‘ • ‘ . . . •‘ . 

Mediterranean Area, He could not promise success in advance; he had 
.... » . . . . . . : . . . . • . • • . . 

• . . . … • • 

worked to combat epidemics; sometimes he had been successful, and 

sometimes he had known failure. He assured them however that he would 
. • • » • 

carry out the important work entrusted to him, firmly convinced of the 
.，；.. . .• • • 

need for international health work， and in conformity with the principles 

of the Organization, in l^icrh he had great faith* He regretted that he 
* ‘ 

. • - . . •• .... • 

would be separated from the members of the Board; he had «gained muçh . 
from his association, with .them all. 



2 DEVELOPMENT OF RELATIONS WITH THE Pi.N AMERICAN SANITARY BUREMJ 
(ЕВЗ/22, EB3/22, Add. 1)î ITEM 30 OF THE AGENDA, 

The G H A i m N pointed out that the reference to document EB2/96 Rev.l 

on page 2 of document EB3/22 Add. 1, should be changed to "Official 

Records No. 14, p. 27". 

Decision: The temporary working arrangement between WHO and 
the Pan American Sanitary Bureau, entered into by the Director-
General (EB3/22 Add. 1), was approved unanimously. 

3 LEON BERNARD FOUNDATION: REVISION OF STATUTES BY THE DIRECTOR-
GENERAL (EB3/46)í ITEM 34,2 OF THE AGENDA. 

M. ZARB, Chief of Legal Section, saicj that the statutes of the Léon 

Bernard Foundation had been amended, in conformity with the request of 

the Vforld Health Assembly, so as to provide for their enforcement by WHO, 

instead of by the Health Section of the League of Nations； two amendments 

only had been made, to Articles I and 5 respectively. The amended statutes 

were contained in document EB3/46. 

Decision: It was agreed to substitute the words "propose to the 
World Health Assembly the award of a prize" for the words "award a 
prize" in Article (2) of the amended statutes. 

Decision: The amended statutes of the Léon Bernard Foundation 
(EB3/46), 

thus further amended, were unanimously-approved. 

4 FORM OF REPORTS OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD (EB3/45): ITEM 42 OF THE 
AGENDA. FIRST PORTION OF DRAFT REPORT OF THE THIRD SESSION OF THE 
BOARD (EB3/65) 

Dr. HYDE felt that in the first portion of. the draft report (EB3/65) 

there were included unnecessary details, which were covered in other 

documents. He suggested the deletion of such details； it would suffice 
• • ‘ ； 

if a reference to the relevant documents were added wherever appropriate, 

and in the final report the material aight be annexed. 



Dr. P/íRISOT, Rapporteur, said that he had discussed the point with 
• ?. • î • 

Dr. Dowling and with Dr. Forrest, Special Assistant to the'Director- „ 

General, and they had felt that the reasons why the Board had adopted 

each resolution should be made clear in the report. 

On the suggestion of Dr. Gear, the Board proceeded to discuss item 42 

of the agenda, Form of Reports of the Executive Board, 

…..Dr. GEAR drew attention to the paper he had submitted. (EB3/45).. He 

suggested that considerable effort was often, required to understand the 
. » • . . . . . . . 

•items dealt with in the Boai*d
1

 s reports, since to do so it was necessary 

to consult numerous documents referred to in those reports. Such
:

 effort 

might be avoided by including in the report sixmmaries of the principal 

documents referred to. Secondly, h乓 had noted a looseness and lack of 
. •‘ • ： 

balance in the reports. In some cases important items were summarily 

dealt with, whereas often items of comparatively minor importance were 

• . •‘: 
dealt with at length*. 

The DIRECTOR-GËNERAL said that the problem had been receiving attention 
• •• - - i 

since the first session of the Interim Commission. Then it had not been 

so complex, as there were- comparatively few documents w M c h could be 
‘ •-» . . - ' • • 

referred, to. During and after： ths. Health Assembly the situation had become 
V 

v e r y confiscated5 however, now that documents were being incorporated 
‘ . 

• • . 

in thé Official Records reference would be siÀplifiëd, ,Where a topic 

W s . subject to many qualifications and reservatitms, it was not always 

possible to summarize it satisfactorily. 

：：In regard to the balance of the report, - he pointed ou.t..that very often 
'' ? . • » ' . . . • � . . . . . . . 

an important item was straightforward or had béén previously discussed and 
, ‘ ； . .... ..�_*, ..... • • 

; • ‘ . . . , ‘ “ ‘ ...
 :

 . • 
required little further discussion, whereas óomparatively unimportant items 

arising for the first
:

time often required more space in the report. 

Moreover, the report might often coyer only onê stage of work on a project. 



Dr.. GEAfí drew attention to his suggestion that the draft final 

report of each session be submitted to members at least 24 hours prior 

to the meeting convened to consider its adoption. The looseness of the 

•report of the second session was largely due to its having been adopted 

in a great hurry. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the Secretariat needed, to prepare 

the final draft report, 12 hours after the close of the discjussion of 

any item to be covered in that draft report. 

Dr. EVANG felt that the proposal contained in the second paragraph 

of the draft resolution proposed by Dr. Gear (ЕВЭ/45) was unnecessary, 

if the Board proceeded to adopt sections of the report as discussion on 

each item was concluded, . . . 

Dr. MACKENZIE strongly supported Dr. Gear's proposals in general,, 

and in particular the proposal that brief, simple summaries shoutd' be 

included in the reports vshere any passage was largely dependent upon 

references to previous documents and decisions. Reports should be 

carefully drafted and fully studied by the Board; persons .were prone 

to judge the standard of the Organization's work on the way in which 

its documents were drafted. The Board must have sufficient time to 

study its reports properly before finally adopting them. 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that, since the Board would, examine 

portions of the draft report prepared as soon as the discussions, on 

each item were concluded, it ought to be possible to avoid drafting 

defects such as those in its previous report,. 

Decision; It was agreed: (a) that the report should contain 
brief summaries of discussions leading up to decisions taken 
by the Board or of the relevant docümentation, in order to avoid 
too great a dependence on references;, (b) that the system of 
discussing portions of the report as soon as they were drafted 
by the Rapporteurs should be maintained^ (c) that the draft 
final report of each session should be submitted to members 
at/ least 24 hours prior to the meeting convened to consider 
its adoption» 



The Board proceeded to discuss the first portion of the draft 

report of the present session (EB3/65) item by item. 

Dr. MACKENZIE proposed that the section entitled "Habit-forming 

Drugs (ЕВЗ/40)" should be re-drafted after the first sentence, as 

follows : 

It was agreed that no action beyond reference to the Economic 
and Social Council need be taken by the Board on the recommen-
dations contained therein, with the exception of the two 
recommendations : 

(1) that steps should be taken to secure information on the 
use or dispensability of diacetylmorphine in the various 
countries through the World Medical Association, and by sending 
an expert to countries where the consumption of diacetylmorphine 
is high; and 

(2) that a mechanism should be established for giving a single 
name to every habit-forming drug subject to international control. 

The Director-General was authorized to give effect to these 
recommendations, should funds prove available in 1949, and it 
was agreed that the second of them should be referred to the 
Expert Committee on the Unification of Pharmacopoeias. 

Dr. GEAR, referring to sub-paragraph (1) of that section, said 

that it would not be possible to secure such information in South Africa 

through the World Medical Association. 

Dr. EVANG said that he had pointed out, nvhen the Board discussed 

the item, that the membership of the World Medical Association was .. 

confined to approximately 35 countries, and that therefore the informa-

tion could not be obtained in all countries through the World Medical 

Association. He suggested the addition of the words "and/or public-

health services" after the words "through the World Medical Association". 

The CHAIRMAN suggested instead the insertion of the words "or 

through other channels", 

Dr. HAFEZI suggested the addition of the words "or through 

appropriate health authorities". 

Decision: It was agreed to request the Rapporteurs to redraft 
the section entitled "Habit-forming Drugs (ЕВЗ/40)" in the 
light of this discussion. 



Dr. HYDE proposed the deletion of the final paragraph of the 

section entitled «World Influenza Centre
t

‘ (ЕВЗ/Зб)'«. 

Dr, DOWLING said that the paragraph was intended to cover the 

feeling of the Board that it was desirable to prevent from appearing 

in the press articles such as one that had recently, appeared in -üie 

United Kingdom press. It had been stated, at a time кйгеп the Pasteur 

Institute had not yet established the identity of the virus responsible 

for the recent influenza epidemic, that the epidemic was due to a 

new virus. 

D r

- MkCKSNZIE said that such a statement had not appeared 

only in the United Kingdom press, but had been widespread. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL pointed out that it was difficult to 

prevent such statements appearing in the press； laboratories were 

asked for information before they had any firm information to give. 

Dr. MACKENZIE said that it might help if laboratories were 

asked not to release any information until it was confirmed. 

Dr. НУЛЕ deprecated any suggestion that the report should contain 

what might be construed as a criticism of a particular laboratory. 

Decision: It was agreed to delete the third paragraph of the 
section of the draft report entitled "World Influenza Centre 

(EB3/36)». 

In reply to a point raised by M. GROS (observer, United Nations) 

regarding the section on International Research Laboratories, the 

DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that it was unnecessary to mention that ал 

observer fï-ош Т/Ш0 would be sent to the meeting of experts regarding the 

establishment of central research laboratories, convened by the Economic 

and Social Council in consultation with UNESCO：' it was taken for granted 

that an observer would be sent » 



On the .suggestion of M. GROS, supported by Dr. EVANG, it was agreed 

to insert a reference to the agreement between the United Nations and 

WHO in the last paragraph of the resolution. 

D r

« noted the omission of a necessary reference from the second 

paragraph of the resolution, and called attention to a typographical 

error: the word "co-operating" should be replaced by "co-ordinating" in 

the second line of the third paragraph. 

The RAPPORTEUR undertook to make the necessary alterations to the text. 

Decision； The section on International Research Laboratories was 
approved, as amended. 

In the section on Unifomity of Medical Equipment：• Technical Services 

for International Red Cross, Dr. EVANG suggested that, in paragraph 1 of 

the recommendations, the words "undertake to be the responsible body for» 

should be replaced by "continue its work to achieve"; in paragraph 2, he 

suggested the addition of the words "public-health services and" after the 

word "of" in the second-last line. 

The RAPPORTEUR undertook to make the necessary alterations and to 

• 4 

redraft paragraph 2 in the light of observations made by Dr. Gear. 

Decision: The section was approved, as. amended. 

Decisions The section on the United Nations Board of Auditors was 
approved. 

In the sunmary of comments on page 10, Dr. van den BERG noted that 

the word "new丨丨 in the third line of paragraph 2 was redundant. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR requested that the first sentence of paragraph 3 

should be changed to: "The attention of governments should be drawn to 

the danger of the indiscriminate use of streptomycin". He also proposed 

the deletion of the words "or at least delay" in the last sentence. 



Tho CHAIRMAN suggested that the words
 î;

as far as possible" should bo 

substituted for "or at least delay" in the second-last line of the reso-

lution on streptomycin on page 6, 

It was agreed that this should be done, and that paragraph 3 on page 

10 should be deleted^ as it was already covered by the resolution., 
, . . • . » • • ' 

Decision: The suramary of comments on page 10 was approved, as amended• 

5 ACTION OF UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON THE UNITED NATIONS 
APPEAL FOR CHILDREN (ЕВЗД9.йеуД) 

Di4 HYDE directed attention to document ЕВЗД9 end, in particular, 

to the letter therein quoted from the Diroctor-Gonoral to the Secretary — 

General of the United Nations.. Hg folt that the letter did not con— 
• * 

stitute a full statement of the facts of the case» He recalled that， at 

tho first Health Assembly, the United States, representative had opposed 

tho resolution referred to in the letter
3
 wherei^on it had beon withdrawn 

by its sponsor. As a result of further support, however, it had been 

adopted in principle and referred to the Executive Board "to find out how 

it should be put into practice"• The statement made in the letter to 

the effect that the resolution had been adopted unanmcusly by some 54 

governments was therefore, in his opinion, not justified. He also took 

exception to the statement on page 5 that the view expressed had been 

reiterated and emphasized by the second session of the Executive Board: 

he did not recall that that was the case. He had called atterrtion to the 

matter because the letter in question figured in the records of the 

General Assembly of the United Nations. 

The DIHECTOR-GENERAL quoted the verbatim record of the relevant 

meeting of the first Health Assembly (Official Records, No. 13, p. 104), 

which showed that the resolution had been adopted in；principle without 

any dissenting voice. He noted that it was the question of how the reso-

lution was to be put into practice that had been referred to the Executive 

Board. 



The СНАПШШ, Dr„ van den BERG and Dr„ EVANG agreed with the 

Director-General
f

s view
c
 Dr, Evang felt that the Secretariat would 

not have fulfilled its duties in the matter, if the letter in question 

had not been sent to the United Nations» In his view, the only query 

that might be raised would be whether the case had been sufficiently 

strongly represented., 

Dr. MACKENZIE felt that the Secretariat might with reason feel 

dissatisfied over the point raised. 

He recalled that UNICEF had been established as a temporary organi-

zrati-'П to deal with an emergency situation now practically cleared 

up» It had been decided that UNICEF should collaborate with other 

international organizations in the carrying on of some of its work. 

He proposed that the Secretariat should be asked to prepare a list of 

projects suitable to be carried out by 面。in collaboration with 

UNICEF and to be financed out of UNAC funds: the list might be 

submitted to the next session of the Executive Board. 

Dr. van den BERG supported the proposal but thought that 

Dr. Mackenzie might wish to suggest that the necessary negotiations 

should be carried on at another level. 

After further discussion^ it was agreed^ on the proposal of 

Dr. MACKENZIE, that a closed session should be held in order to 

discuss the relationship between 1H0 and UNICEF» 

Decision： It was agreed to hold a closed 
session on relations with UNICEF, and to 
adjourn the discussion until after that session. 

6. REPORT ON BUREAU OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES (EB3/58)Î ITEM 3 OF THE 
SUFFLEMTARY AGENDA 

Decision； There being no observations, 
the report on the Medical Supply Section 
(EB3/58) was noted« 



7» COLLABORATION WITH ILO. MIGRATI® (EB3/51) j ITEM 18 OF THE 
SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA 

The СНА1МШ noted an amendment to the third line of document EB3/51j 

the words "(A/45, page 3)" to be replaced by 丨丨（Official Records No. 13， 

p.321)». 

Dr. LECLAIKCHE (Secretariat) said the important problems concerning 

individual and collective hygiene which were raised in connexion with 

migration were well-known to the Board. The ILO had recently undertaken 

the revision of the Convention of 1939 on Migration, which up till now 

had contained no compulsory sanitary provisions. The proposals put 

forward by WHO to remedy the position had met with difficulties, both 

from countries of emigration and of immigration. The former did not 

w a n t i n

Pose restrictions on departures and the latter did not want to 

be obliged to set up sanitary machinery for migrants, possibly in the 

f e a r t h a t

 the latter might thus find themselves in a more favourable 

position than the nationals of the countries concerned. 

To overcome those difficulties, arguments of a social and human-

itarian character had been put forward, as well as of an economic order. 

It had been pointed out that it was to the advantage of both categories 

of countries that the workers transported should be and should remain in 

the best possible state of health, in order to avoid for the one the risk 

of having migrants returned, and for the other the possible risk of 

contamination. The illogicality of the attitude of countries which had 

undertaken to fulfil international sanitary regulations on the prophylaxy 

of epidemic diseases refusing, in the present instance, to accept similar 

regulations had also been noted, The determining argument appeared to 

have been, however, that if sanitary measures for migrants were not 

accepted and rigorously applied, there was a risk that movements of 

migrants might create epidemic conditions, in which case it was possible 



that the application of the sanitary regulations 'in force might result 

in the cessation of all migratory movements. 

The‘sanitary provisions adopted by the Permanent Committee on 

Migration of. ILO would be submitted to the ILO Assembly in Juné., when 

it was expected that they would be ratified. 

He paid a tribute to the co-operative spirit displayed during 

the discussions, by the Secretariat of ILO and, in particular, its 

Director-^Genaral
#
 The results obtained augured well for the success of 

future collaboration between the two Organizations• 

Professor PARISOT also stressed the importance of the report and 

of the close collaboration established between WHO and 工LtU 

He a.sked for clarification of the phrase "the principle of equal 

rights to health services
11

» France had treaties of reciprocity witii 

other countries, whereby, for example, all the advantages of social 

security were reciprocally extended to nationals of either country• 

Would the principle above referred to have to be applied regardless of 

whether treaties of reciprocity already existed or not? 

Dr^ LECLAINCHE replied in the affirmative. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that it was gratifying to know that all the 

amendments proposed by the WHO observer had been accepted: it was a prooJ 

of the benefit of close collaboration between the two Organizations• 

Decision: The document was noted• 

The meeting rose at 6
f
25 p.m» 


